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Communicated by D. A. S. Fraser 
A method is given for constructing a prediction region having smallest expected 
measure within the class of invariant level /? prediction regions. The main 
assumptions are that the invariance group acts transitively on the parameter space 
and that the measure satisfies a certain invariance property. When the invariance 
group satisfies the Hunt-Stein Condition, the optimal invariant prediction region 
minimizes the maximum expected measure among all level fi prediction regions. 
Prediction regions are constructed for: a random variable with density of arbitrary 
given shape but unknown location and scale; several random vectors in a mul- 
tivariate regression model; and order statistics of a sample from an unspecified con- 
tinuous distribution. 0 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the problem of predicting a random vector Y given a random 
vector X, where X and Y are independent with joint distribution lying in 
some known family {I’,: 8 E 52). A prediction region for Y is usually 
described as a function R(X) taking values in a a-field of subsets of the 
range of Y. A prediction region has level /I if its probability of coverage is 
at least /I; i.e., PO{ YE R(X)} 3 /I f or all 0~52. This probability statement 
concerns both X and Y. Level B prediction regions are also known as /S 
expectation tolerance regions since the probability of coverage equals the 
expected value of the probability content of R(X); i.e., 
P,( YE R(X)} = I!?&{ YE R(X) 1 X}. It seems desirable that a prediction 
region be as small as possible, in some sense, subject to the level condition. 
This paper examines the problem of minimizing EBmO(R(X)) within a class 
of level B prediction regions R, where {m, : 13 E D > is a specified family of 
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measures. We consider problems admitting invariance reductions and con- 
struct optimal invariant prediction regions. These are also minimax when 
the invariance group satisfies the Hunt-Stein Condition. 
Fraser and Guttman [3] treat the problem of maximizing E,m,(R(X)) 
subject to PO{ YE R(X)} 6 fl, where m, is a probability measure with mass 
centered on a region that is desirable under Pg. Using this criterion, they 
construct the optimal fully invariant P-expectation tolerance region for a 
multivariate normal random vector. Evans and Fraser [2] construct the 
fully invariant P-expectation tolerance region with smallest expected 
measure for a single random vector in a multivariate regression model. 
They employ Lebesgue measure as well as a diffuse multivariate normal 
distribution. In both of these papers invariance considerations are applied 
to reduce the optimization problem to one of testing a simple hypothesis 
against a simple alternative. This idea is central in our results below. 
Our prediction regions are based on classical distributional models. 
Structural models [4, 63 provide an alternative framework that utilizes 
invariance considerations for the construction of prediction regions. 
2. GENERAL THEORY 
Let (3, JZ&‘~) and (Y, d ‘) be measurable spaces. Suppose X and Y are 
independent random vectors taking values in % and Y, respectively, and 
having joint distribution P, for some unknown 0 E 52. Marginal dis- 
tributions will be denoted by Pi and P,‘. A level fl prediction region for Y 
based on X is defined to be a jointly measurable subset R of 55” x Y that 
satisfies P,{ (X, Y) E R} > fl for all 8 E 52. The set R determines the cross 
section R(x)- R(x, .) z (y&V: (x, y)~ R)- used to predict Y when X=X. 
Let (m,: 8 E Sz} be a family of a-finite measures on d ‘. Consider the 
criterion of minimizing E,m,( R(X)), 8 E Sz, within a class of level p predic- 
tion regions. A useful way of choosing appropriate measures m, is to begin 
with a family of measures {m$(.,y, 8):y~Y, I~ESZ} and set 
m,(A) = E,m*(A, Y, 0) for AE.TzI~, 0~52. (1) 
The criterion can then be reexpressed as that of minimizing 
E,m*(R(X), Y, e), 8 E Q. This allows one to consider both one-sided and 
two-sided problems. And the penalty for covering false values can be made 
to increase, on the average, with the distance from the true value. 
In order to justify sufficiency reductions carried out below, it is necessary 
to allow for randomized procedures. We define a randomized prediction 
region to be a jointly measurable function 4: % x % -+ [0, 11. Let U be dis- 
tributed uniformly on [0, l] and independent of (X, Y). We adopt the con- 
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vention that the function C$ determines the prediction region R, based on 
(X, U) given by R, = {(x, U, .r): u < 4(x, u)>. We then have 
and 
where QJdx dy)= P,X(dx) m,(&). Thus the problem of finding a good 
prediction region is equivalent to the problem of finding a good acceptance 
region in the generalized testing problem H,: (X, Y)- PO, 8 E Q, versus 
H,: (A’, Y)-Q,, 8EQ. We call this a generalized testing problem since QB 
is not necessarily a probability measure. 
Let G be a group acting on F and on ?!I which leaves invariant the 
family {P,: 8 E Sz ); i.e., denoting actions by x + gx, y + g-v, 8 -+ go, we 
have P,,(gR) = Pe( R) for all g E G, 0 E 0, R E ,Eg,’ x ZZI’ ‘. We will assume 
that G acts transitively on Q and that the family of measures m, satisfies 
mgH( gA) = m,(A) for all 8 E Q, g E G, A Ed ‘. It follows that G leaves 
invariant the testing problem described above. Put 9 = {P,: 0 E a} and 
1= { QH : 8 E Sz}. Let (F-, ~2’) be a measurable space and suppose 
T: 2” x ?I + .F is invariantly sufficient for 9 u 2. 
This involves a slight extension of the definition of invariantly sufficient 
[S, p. 5791 since 2 is not necessarily a family of probability measures. The 
definition of conditional expectation as a Radon-Nikodym derivative 
remains valid for a-finite measures, so one can replace “conditional 
probability” by “conditional measure.” In what follows, several other 
results will have to be extended in a similar fashion. 
Let Pr and Q’ denote the measures induced on dT by PO and Qo, 
respectively. Transitivity of the action of G on 52 implies that PT and QT 
are free of 8. Given any invariant measurable function 4: % x +V -+ [0, l] 
there exists a measurable function h: .y + [0, l] such that 
h(t) PT(dtl and 
s ,y x!v d-u, Y)Q,(dx dv)=s h(t) Q’(dt,. .9 
Thus the problem of finding optimal invariant prediction regions is 
equivalent to the problem of finding optimal acceptance regions in the 
generalized testing problem H,: T- PT versus H, : T-Q? The solution 
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provided by the Neyman-Pearson Fundamental Lemma is summarized as 
follows: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let G be an invariance group that acts transitively on CJ 
and let (m,: 0 E CI} be an invariant farnil?, of a-finite measures on sd’. Sup- 
pose T: X x ?Y + F is invariantly sufficient for 9 v 2 Let pT and qT be den- 
sities for the induced measures P* and QT with respect to a o-finite measure 
pT. Then a level /I invariant prediction region with smallest expected measure 
is given by 4 = h 0 T, where 
h(t)= 1 when p’(t) > cqT(t) 
=k when p’(t) = cqT(t) 
=o when p’(t) < cq’(t) 
with c and k determined by jr h(t) PT(dt) = j?. 
We will say that a level /I prediction region do is minimax if it minimizes 
sup, js X B 4(x, y) Q@(dx dy) among all level /3 prediction regions 4. The 
optimal invariant prediction region is easily shown to be minimax provided 
G satisfies the Hunt-Stein Condition (there exists an asymptotically right 
invariant sequence of probability distributions on G), the family 9 u 9 is 
dominated by a a-finite measure p, and several mild regularity conditions 
hold. A slight extension of the Hunt-Stein Theorem in Lehmann [12, 
p. 3361 guarantees the existence of an almost invariant minimax prediction 
region and Theorem 4 [ 12, p. 2251 yields an equivalent invariant predic- 
tion region. The required extension is proved by noting that, by [ 12, 
p. 3521, a dominating a-finite measure can be replaced by a finite measure. 
The prediction region problem reduces to a confidence estimation 
problem when P,Y is degenerate for each 8 ER; i.e., for some function 
y: Q + %, we have PO{ Y = y(e)} = 1 for all 8 E Q, so a prediction region for 
Y is a confidence region for y(B). The assumption that (Pi: 8 E sZ> is 
invariant is then equivalent to the assumption that y is equivariant. In a 
confidence estimation problem P, assigns all probability to 
((x, y(0)): x E X} and so the family 9 is not dominated unless y takes on 
at most countably many values. Thus the Hunt-Stein Theorem cannot be 
applied directly. Further difficulties arise in the justification of sufficiency 
and invariance reductions. Results for confidence estimation problems are 
given in [7, 81. 
3. LOCATION AND SCALE FAMILY 
Let X, ,..., X,, , Y, for n 3 2, be independent identically distributed random 
variables with common density f (x; (y, a)) = (T- ‘f ((x - ~)/a). Suppose f is 
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a known density while y E R and 0 > 0 are unknown. Put tI = (y, a). Let 
G= Rx R+ be the affine group with actions xi+uxi+ b, y-+uy+ b, 
y+ay+b, g--+aa, for bER, UER+. We consider measures m, determined 
via (1) by 
m*(dy, Y, 0) = a-‘l((v - Y)/a) dy, 
where I is a nonnegative-valued function. For example, taking 1~ 1 yields 
the region with shortest expected length while 1~ the indicator function of 
(0, co) yields the upper prediction limit with smallest expected excess. A 
maximal invariant on 3 x g under the subgroup R is given by 
ux, Y) = (Ul,..., 0,) = (XI -y ,... , x,-y). Let T(u) be a maximal invariant 
under scale changes on R”. An application of Theorem 4 [ 151 yields 
Changing variables and applying Proposition 1, we obtain a region of the 
form 
(2) 
Let X,,,< . . . d X,,, denote the order statistics. An equivalent maximal 
invariant is given by (T, , T2), where T, = ( Y - Xc, ,)/(X,,, - X,, ,) and T2 = 
((X,,,-X,,,)/(X,,,-X,,,),..., (X,,-,,-X,,~,,)/(X,,,-X,,,)). In evaluatinis 
the coverage probability of a prediction region, one may want to condition 
on the ancillary statistic T,. Proposition 1 is easily modified to give the 
invariant prediction region with smallest conditional expected measure sub- 
ject to the conditional level condition. The conditionally optimal region has 
the form (2) but with c = c( T2) determined by the conditional level. Evans 
[l] gives results, based on a structural model, concerning conditionally 
optimal regions. 
4. MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION 
Consider the problem of predicting k random vectors in a multivariate 
regression setting. Let M(q, p) denote the set of q xp matrices, G,?(p) the 
set of p x p invertible matrices, LT(p) the set of p xp lower triangular 
matrices with positive diagonal elements, and O(p) the set of p xp 
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orthogonal matrices. Suppose X and Y are independent random matrices 
with 
where C E M(n,q) is a known matrix with full rank q, DE M(k, q) is known 
matrix with rank r<min{k, q}, BE M(q,p) is unknown, and .E is an 
unknown p xp positive definite symmetric matrix. So the rows of X and Y 
are independent p-variate normal random vectors with common covariance 
matrix C. Put 0 = (fi, C). 
Consider the group G = GL(p) x M(q, p), with actions defined by: 
X-+XA’+Cb, Y--+ YA’+Db, fi-+flA’+b, C-tACA’, for (A,h)eG. Let 
G, denote the subgroup LT( p) x M(q, p). We will determine the form of 
optimal G-invariant and G,-invariant prediction regions for two different 
measures: 
and 
m,(dY) = 121 ~k’7 dY (4) 
m,(dY)=IZ~~““[kp+tr{(Y-Dfl)C-‘(Y-Dfl)’)]dY. (5) 
The second measure is determined via (1) from the quadratic loss function 
m*(dY,, Y, 0) = IC/ Pk’2 tr{ (Y, - Y) C ‘(Y, - Y)‘) dY,. 
The subgroup G, satisfies the Hunt-Stein Condition, so optimal G,- 
invariant regions are minimax. 
Put B = (CC) ~ ’ C’X and S = x’(Z, - C( C’C) ’ C’) X. Then B and S are 
independent with distributions B-Nyxp(B, (C’C)-‘QV and 
S- FV,(n -4, C), where W,(v, C) denotes the Wishart distribution with v 
degrees of freedom. Define 
z=(l,+D(c’c)-‘D’) m”2(Y-DB), 
where the exponent $ denotes the symmetric square root. Then Z is 
independent of S with distribution N, X,,( 0, I, @I C). Let L E LT(p) be the 
lower triangular square root of S; i.e., S= LL’. Let ( )ci3 denote the upper 
left-hand ix i submatrix and ( ),; the ith diagonal element. 
THEOREM 1. (i) Optimal G-invariant prediction regions for measures 
(4) and (5) are qf the form, respectively, 
(y: Izk+zs ‘Z’I <CT}, (6) 
{ Y: Ilk + ZS-‘Z’I’“m y+kv2 [p tr{l, + O(C’C))‘O’} 
+ (n-q+k)tr((Y-DB)S-‘(Y-DB)‘)]<c). (7) 
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(ii) Optimal G, -invariant (minimax) prediction regions for measures 
(4) and (5) are of the form, respectively, 
y: Izk+ZS~‘ZI((n~y+k-p~‘)/2 
y: (I,, + zs ‘Z’l’n y+k-p IV2 fi ((I,+L 'z'z-'-')['I( 
i=l 
ptr{~k+~(c’C)p’D’j+ i (n-q+k+p-2i+l) 
i=l 
x (L -'(Y-DB)'(Y-DB)L' I);, 1 I <c . (9) 
Proof Only a sketch of the proof is given; see [9] for details. A stan- 
dard argument shows that, for both measures (4) and (5) the function 
r(X, Y) = ZS ‘Z’ (resp. U(X, Y) = ZL’- ‘) is invariantly sufficient for 
9~2 under the group G (resp. G’). For (i) put V=ZS”*. Then T= 1/V 
is a maximal invariant under the action V+ VII, HE O(p). Letting 
I!?* = (p*, C*) = (0, I,) and applying Theorem 4 [ 151. we obtain 
P’(T(V) so(p,p”(vH;e*)dH 
qT(T(I/))=So(p,q”(VH;,*,dH 
= so,,, s.s>o P “‘.‘( VH 1 S; 8*)f(S; t3*) dSdH 
sot,, ss>o 9 “I’( VH ) S; Q*) ps( S; Q*) dS dH’ 
where S> 0 means S positive definite symmetric and dH denotes Haar 
measue on O(p). Further evaluation of this ratio for measures (4) and (5) 
is straightforward and the conclusion follows from Proposition 1. For (ii) 
we note that the density of U under Pn is given in Theorem 4.2 [ 141. The 
densities of U under QH determined by (4) and (5) may be evaluated using 
a conditioning argument. 1 
For a given level 8, the constant c in (6) can be calculated by observing 
that IZk+ZSm-‘Z’-‘= ISI/JS+Z’Z( has Wilk’s A(n+k-q,p, k) dis- 
tribution [ll, p. 2911. We have no distributional results for the other 
regions. However, the four regions are asymptotically equivalent as n + co. 
When p = 1, regions (6) and (8) both determine the prediction ellipsoid of 
Lieberman [ 131. When k = 1, regions (6) and (7) both determine the 
prediction ellipsoid of Evans and Fraser [2]. Haq and Rinco [6] obtain a 
structural prediction distribution for a certain multivariate model. The dis- 
tributional model determined by their structural model is essentially the 
same as (3) with design matrices C and D of a particular form. 
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5. DISTRIBUTION-FREE PREDICTION REGIONS 
Let X, ,..., X,,, Z, ,..., Zk be independent random variables with common 
cumulative distribution function F. Let Y, f .. . 6 Y, denote the ordered 
Z,‘s. We assume that F is continuous but otherwise unspecified. So here 
Y={ydRk:y,< .” < y, >, 8 = F, and 52 is the set of all continuous dis- 
tribution functions. 
Let G be the group of all strictly increasing functions mapping [w onto iw 
with actions xi -+ gx,, y, --) gy,, F -+ gF, where gF( gx) = F(x). Note that G 
does not act transitively on Sz. However, the orbit containing the uniform 
(0, 1) distribution (i.e., the set of continuous distributions with compact 
connected support) is dense in Q with respect to the metric d(F,, F2) = 
sup, (F,(x) - F2(x)I, so any prediction region which is optimal on this orbit 
must be optimal on Q. A maximal invariant on S x 9/ is given by the vec- 
tor of ranks in the combined sample: (R,( 1) ,..., R,(n), R J 1) ,..., R,,(k)) = 
(R,, Ry). Given R,, the n! possible values for R, are equally likely. It 
follows that R, will be invariantly sufficient. It will be convenient to work 
with T(X, Y)E(R.(l)--l,..., R,(k)-k). Let x(,,< ... <xc,) denote the 
ordered x,s and put x,~, = -co, x,,+ ,, = + co. Then we have 
T(x,y)=(t, ,..., tli) ifand only if.~,,,,<yj<.u,,~+,,, i=l,..., k. 
Observe that T(X, Y) is distributed uniformly over the 
C(n+k,k)=(n+k)!/n!k! points in (t~i?~:O<fi<... <t,<n). This is 
seen from the fact that every vector (R,, R,) of ranks is equally likely to 
occur. Thus the density pT (with respect to counting measure) is constant. 
We will consider measures given by 
m*(dv, Y, F) = 4.~ Y) Pi(&), (10) 
where 1 is invariant and RF(&) = k! Z,(y) nP= i F(dy,) is the joint dis- 
tribution of Y. This determines, via (l), the measure m,(dy) = 
L,(y) Ps(dy), where L,(y) = E,I( y, Y). Let F*(u) = u, 0 < u < 1. Under F* 
the conditional distribution of (T,, T2 - T, ,..., Tk - Tkd,, n - T,) given 
Y=y is multinomial (n;yi,yl-yi ,.,., yk-yk ,, 1 -yk). Putting tO=O, 
t k+l=n, y,=O, yk+i=l, we have 
s (n +1 )! k+l sT(t) = !y  I--I;:; (tj-lim , I !  !lJ, (Yi-Y; l)“p” ’ LF*(Y) 4 
(n + l)! 
=(n+k+l)! 
E{L,*( v,, v, + v, ,..., v, + ” + v,)}, (11) 
where (Vi,..., Vk) has a standard Dirichlet distribution [ 10, p. 2321 with 
parameters 19~ = ti - t, ~, + 1, i = l,..., k, 0, = n - f, + 1. 
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Fix 1 6 q < k and suppose that an upper prediction limit is desired for 
Y,. We take f( y, Y) = My, - Y,), where hu(u) = 1 for u 3 0, hv(u) = 0 for 
u<O. This gives ~!,,(y)=(y,)~ and qT(t)=cE{B(t4+q)}q, where 
B(a) N Beta (tl, n + k + 1 - a). So we have q*(t) = c( t, + q)“, an increasing 
function of 1,. The optimal prediction region is of the form 
{u: qV(-% Y)) 6 4 or equivalently, ( y: yy < x~,,}, with level 
p= i P{Yj<X. 13)<Yj+,)= i P{R,(j)<s+j-l,R,.(j+l)>,s+j+l} 
i=4 j=4 
= i C(s+ 1 -“Jll~~,z,s-” k-j). 
i=4 
An optimal lower prediction limit can be obtained in a similar way. 
Now fix 1 <p < q < k and suppose that a joint prediction region is 
desired for (Y,, Y,). Taking Qy, Y) = ho( Y, - y,) + hu(y, - Y,) yields 
L,*(y)=(l -y$--P+’ +(y,)” and qT(t)=c[(n+k+ 1 -~,--p)‘-~+~+ 
(tY + q)y]. The resulting region has a complicated shape. Various other 
functions 1 can be considered, However, the most tractable region is 
obtained by directly combining upper and lower limits; i.e., a region of the 
form 
(4’: x (I) GYP 6Yy %5)>5 (12) 
which has level 
p-l k 
i-0 j'q 
p-l k C(r-l+i,i)C(s-r-l+j-i,j-i)C(n+k-s-j,k-j) 
=c c 
;=o j=q C(n + k, k) 
We have 1 -/I=: P( Y, < X,,,) + P{ Y, > X,,, j, so Y and s can be chosen to 
yield approximately equal tail probabilities if desired. The region (12) is 
determined by {t E Zk: Y < t, 6 t, 6 s - 1). It seems unlikely that a function 
q’, defined via (11) for arbitrary LFe, will yield level sets of this form 
(possessing a corner) except perhaps, since T is discrete, for certain values 
of (n, k, p, q, r, s). Thus it seems unlikely that the region (12) arises from 
any measure given by (10). 
Note added in proof: The author earlier overlooked references [16-191. There is some 
slight overlap between these papers and the present work. References [I7-191 treat the 
prediction problem where X and Y are not independent. 
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